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Spectacular Nordic Highlights 
State of the Art Helicopter Tour 

7 days – 5 nights 
Helsinki, Stockholm, Åland Islands, Oslo, Flåm, Storfjord, Bergen 

Exploration, Discovery, Adventure, Ultimate Luxury 
This trip can be organized from May till September. 

 
Welcome to explore the Nordic countries in the most exclusive onboard the latest Airbus ACH130 
helicopter with 2 pilots. This is the ultimate way to enjoy the stunning nature in just 5 days: 3 Nordic 
countries - Finland, Sweden and Norway. Please note that this is just a sample itinerary, in case you 
just want to visit one country, we can still design a customized journey for you. This trip is ideal up to 
4 guests per helicopter, please note that we can add another helicopter to you (please read more 
about the helicopter in the end of this itinerary). You will have private transfers & city tours in each 
destination, one of the pilots is your personal VIP host throughout the journey and we naturally 
recommend & book you the best restaurants in each destination. Welcome to explore the Pure 
Nordic Nature the most exclusive way! 
 
Day 1: Welcome to Helsinki 
Explore this beautiful city during this private guided tour. The Helsinki region includes the beautiful 
capital city and its metropolitan area, as well as some further-flung towns and cities. Here, nature trails 
and city life are both never more than a stone’s throw away, and the area is overflowing with good 
food, great design, interesting museums and unique architecture. Visit Helsinki and discover why it's 
said to be one of the world's most livable cities! 
 
Day 2: Scenic Flight from Helsinki to Stockholm 
Bengtskär Lighthouse  (   90 Miles 40 min) 
Bengtskär’s dramatic history and rugged beauty will make a visit to the lighthouse an unforgettable 
experience. Bengtskäris a rocky island in the outer archipelago. Looking south from the island, there 
is only open sea all the way to the coast of Estonia. During a strong storm, waves crash over the entire 
island. The harsh conditions make it difficult for plants or animals to survive. It’s especially hard to 
survive the winters. 
Visit Silverskär in the Åland Islands  (  95 Miles 45 min) 
Silverskär is located in the north archipelago of the Åland Islands. Here you can enjoy festivities, fishing 
and hunting. But of course, also for effortless relaxation in beautiful nature. Island has smooth, red 
granite rock, a small forest lake where the water lilies flower in the summer, a meadow with many 
types of wildflowers, and red buildings that have been modernized with a gentle touch. Nature offers 
peace and quiet, each season brings its own charm. 
Privately guided Stockholm sightseeing tour after arrival to Stockholm 
Stockholm is widely regarded as one of the world’s most beautiful cities, built where the lake meets 
the sea, on fourteen islands, with eight centuries of history and culture to choose from. The sparkling 
blue water and the archipelago next door define Stockholm and give it its unique character. Wherever 
you look, there’s water. There’s no getting away from the fact that the archipelago with its 30,000 
islands and skerries plays a huge role in Stockholm’s appeal. Your private guide will lead you through 
the narrow, medieval, cobblestone streets and tell you about the history of the city of Stockholm. 
Concerning your interests, your guide will plan a route. Among others, the most important points are 
City hall, Gamla Stan, Drottningholm Palace, and harbor. [B] (90 miles) 
 
Day 3: Scenic Flight from Stockholm to Oslo  (  260 Miles 1H 50 min) 
Privately guided Oslo tour 
The tour includes such highlights as the House of Parliament, a walk on the roof of Oslo Opera House 
(built in 2008), Akershus Fortress (erected over 700 years ago), Aker Brygge quay where the locals 
come to chill out at the many terracerestaurants, and a visit to the famous City Hall, where the Nobel 
Peace Prize is annually awarded. The excursion also includes a visit to beautiful Gustav Vigeland’s 
Sculpture Park and the observation deck on Holmenkollen overlooking the whole city. [B] 
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Day 4: Scenic Flight from Oslo to Flåm  (  150 Miles 65 min) 
Private Luxury Cruise on Lysefjord with Pulpit Mountain with lunch 
On this exclusive fjord cruise, you’re going to see everything from flat landscape in the west, to the 
breath-taking natural beauty of the magical fjords in the east. You will see the Pulpit Rock rising 604 
meters above you, with an impressive supporting cast of waterfalls, idyllic islands and magnificent 
scenery of cliffs and canyons. Closing in towards the Lysefjord we slow down to low cruise speed, 
allowing you to enjoy the calming sea breeze and enchanting view from deck as we silently glide 
through the waters. Your yacht is adapted to explore the most hidden waters, to see the most 
spectacular places and beautiful historic sites from the Viking éra en-route to the ice polished walls 
of Lysefjorden. You can enjoy a delicious lunch and Champagne with your family or friends 
World famous Flåm Railway experience after arrival to Flåm  (  25 Miles round-trip 2 hours) 
The Flåm Railway has been named one of the most beautiful train journeys in the world and is one of 
the leading tourist attractions in Norway. The train runs from the end of Aurlandsfjord, a tributary of 
the Sognefjord, up to the high mountains at Myrdal Station. The journey displays the very best aspects 
of Western Norway's stunning scenery. The Flåm Railway is one of the steepest standard-gauge 
railway lines in the world, with 80% of the journey at a gradient of 5.5%. The train runs through 
spectacular scenery, alongside the Rallar Road, vertiginous mountainsides, foaming waterfalls, 
through 20 tunnels and offers so many viewpoints that, for many people, a single trip up and down is 
not enough. [B] 
 
Day 5: Scenic Flight from Flåm to Storfjord/Geiranger  (  100 Miles 45 min) 
Private Geiranger fjord tour  
You will land with your helicopter to Geiranger village by the fjord on UNESCO’s heritage list. You will 
enjoy a thrilling cruise on a private rib boat in this spectacular fjord. The deep blue UNESCO-protected 
Geirangerfjord is surrounded by majestic, snow-covered mountain peaks, wild waterfalls and lush, 
green vegetation. Impressive waterfalls cast cascades of thundering water from almost vertical over 
mile-high mountain sides. During this tour you will also visit a mountain farm for lunch. Before you 
arrive back with your boat you will go for a hike in the mountains of Geiranger. The pace and distance 
will be adapted to your mood. [B] 
 
Day 6: Scenic Flight from Storfjord to Bergen  (  120 miles 50 min) 
Privately guided city tour of Bergen after you have landed in Bergen 
Bergen is Norway's second largest city and known as the gateway to the fjords. It is called ‘the city 
between seven mountains’ because of the many mountains that surround it. At 624 meters, Mount 
Ulriken is the tallest of them. Bryggen is one of Bergen's and Norway's main attractions. It is now part 
of our common heritage and has a place on UNESCO’s World Heritage List, and the city of Bergen is 
a designated World Heritage City. The world heritage site consists of the old Hanseatic wharf and 
buildings, and one of the best-known urban areas from the Middle Ages in all of Norway. 
Private Fjord Cruise and dinner in an island restaurant 
Pick up at the hotel and a 3-minute walk down to the yacht, Fairline Squadron 58´ feet. This cruise 
will show you the stunning Bergen from the sea before arriving to the private island with the famous 
Cornelius Seafood restaurant for a 
delicious farewell dinner. [B] 
 
Day 7: Departure to next the 
destination: Iceland, Faroe Islands, 
Lofoten Islands or Copenhagen 
After your amazing heli adventure it is 
time to continue the journey. We are 
happy to design you an exciting 
itinerary from Bergen to: 
• Spectacular Iceland 
• Unexplored Faroe Islands 
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• Stunning Lofoten Islands 
• Wonderful Copenhagen 

Or naturally you can catch a home flight, and come back to explore the Nordic & Arctic region another time! [B] 
 
Your Tour includes: 
• Round-trip Business or First-Class airfare from 

New York 
• Arrival and departure transfers 
• 6 nights’ accommodation: 
o Helsinki 1 night 
o Stockholm 1 night 
o Oslo 1 night 
o Flåm 1 night 
o Glomset 1 night 
o Bergen 1 night 

• Meals: 
o Breakfast daily 
o Lunch daily 
o Farewell dinner 

• Private helicopter transportation for the tour 
o Alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages 

included during the flights 
• Each day filled with stunning scenery & 

exciting experiences! 
• Stunning Nordic capitals - each in their own 

way: Helsinki, Stockholm & Oslo 
• Amazing archipelago between Finland & 

Sweden 

• Spectacular fjords of Norway: Lysefjord, 
Hardangerfjord, Geirangerfjord, Naeroyfjord & 
more 

• Impressive mountains & glaciers: Pulpit 
Mountain, Trolltungan, Trollveggen, 
Jostedalsbreen & more 

• Incredible roads & railways: Atlantic Road, 
Trollstigen, Flåm railway & more 

• English-speaking pilots 
• English-speaking local guides were required 
• Assistance by concierge service 
• All airfare and local taxes 

 
Tour does not include: 
• Travel insurance 
• All alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks 
• Other meals not mentioned in the itinerary 
• Extras and gratuities 
• Early check-in, late check-out (Most hotels 

begin check-in around 2:00 pm). 
• Expenses of personal nature 
• Porterage at airport and hotels 
• Optional tours and activities 
• Any service not specifically listed under 

"included”
 
Hotels in your Tour: 

City Hotel Name Category Tripadvisor 
Helsinki Hotel Kämp    

 Established in 1887 as Finland's grand hotel, Hotel Kämp is 
located in the heart of Helsinki opposite the beautiful 
Esplanade Park. The hotel features 179 spacious rooms, 15 of 
which are luxurious suites. All rooms combine historical 
elegance with high-quality facilities. The hotel has a spa, which 
features a traditional Finnish sauna, eucalyptus-scented steam 
bath, well-equipped gym and a spa lounge with heated divans. 

 
 

 
Stockholm Grand Hôtel Stockholm    

 The Grand Hôtel in Stockholm is a five-star hotel and it has 
been home to celebrities, high-profile events and everyday 
bon vivants since 1874. Situated in the best waterfront location 
imaginable, the hotel overlooks the Royal Palace and Gamla 
Stan, Stockholm's old town. The Grand Hôtel is also home to 
the classic Swedish Veranda restaurant, renowned for its 
traditional smörgåsbord, Mathias Dalgren's award-winning 
restaurants and the spectacular Cadier Bar. There are also a 
terrace where guests can enjoy some food or sip a glass of 
wine, while enjoying the great views. For recreation, there's the 
Nordic Spa & Fitness club. 
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Oslo Hotel Continental    
 Over four generations, the same family has built up and 
developed the elegant Hotel Continental into one of Norway’s 
finest five-star hotels, and a member of the Leading Hotels of 
the World. Hotel Continental stands in the center of Oslo, in 
walking distance from a number of attractions. The hotel offers 
151 rooms and suites, fitness studio and four restaurants and 
bars with world-class food and drinks. Visitors from all over the 
world and local regulars create a lively and international 
ambience. The unique art collection, history and atmosphere 
help to ensure that a stay with us becomes a memorable five-
star experience. 

 

 
Flåm 292 Aurland Hotel    

 The cozy hotel has ten rooms in four different buildings: 
‘Fiskerhuset’ (the Fisherman’s Cabin), one of the oldest 
buildings in Aurland dating from the early 18th century, 
‘Geitefjøsen’ (the Goat Barn), a combination of an 18th-century 
simple log dwelling and modern architecture, ‘Bestemorhuset’ 
(the Grandmother’s House), from the mid-18th century, and the 
main building, which was designed by Yngve Brakstad and built in 
2013. Dinner is served in the old ‘Eldhuset’ (the Smokehouse). The 
hotel also has a reception area in the old pig pen in the barn, and a 
spa comprising a wood-burning sauna and hot tub in the garden. 
They also have kitchen gardens, an orchard, horse pasture and hen 
house where they collect eggs every day. 

 

 
Glomset Storfjord Hotel    

 Storfjord Hotel is a secluded luxury boutique hotel situated in 
Glomset, on a hillside overlooking the Storfjord and the 
Sunnmøre Alps. Ever since it opened in 2006, Storfjord Hotel 
has been ranked as one of Norway's best overnight stays. 
Behind the handcrafted log walls awaits an experience you will 
not find anywhere else. The hotel has a restaurant and wellness 
area where you can relax in a cozy lounge and listen the 
soothing sound of the forest from outside the window or get 
in touch with nature in outdoor jacuzzi. The wellness area also 
has saunas. 

 

 
Bergen Hotel Opus XVI    

 Located in the very heart of Bergen, Opus XVI is perfect for 
travelers who wish to explore the culture and nature that the 
city offers. This hotel is a composer Edvard Grief heritage hotel 
and part or the Small Luxury Hotels. The historic building was 
originally designed and built for Bergen's largest bank in 1976. 
The unique building is a famous landmark in Bergen with its 
distinctive brick facade and characteristic architectural style. 
Opus XVI offers you 65 unique and luxurious rooms which are 
individually designed with classic yet modern design and 
interiors. The unique architecture allows having an excellent 
variety of rooms and room layouts facing different streets and 
sights in Bergen. The hotel has a restaurant, cafe and lobby bar. 

 

 

If hotels are not available for trip dates they will substituted by similar ones 
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Tour Prices: 
Deluxe Helicopter Tour 

No. in Party 2 Pax 3 Pax 4 Pax 5 Pax 
Cost $81,000 $62,000 $50,000 $44,000 

Prices are per person and my change without notice 
We’ll be glad to use the airfare from your gateway so you take advantage of our special discounted 
leisure fares 
 
Tour Code: FI03HEL22AS 
 
About your Helicopter: 
Airbus ACH 130 Corporate Helicopter for the whole trip exclusively for you. 
Your helicopter is an Airbus ACH 130 Corporate Helicopter with 
2 pilots. One of the pilots also acts as your VIP host during this 
amazing trip. This helicopter is a modern suited for VIP 
passenger transportation. ACH130 helicopters are equipped 
with air conditioning, sound proof cabin and Bose noise 
cancelling sound system with Bluetooth, to ensure clear and 
comfortable communication between passengers and pilot. 
The cabin is designed to provide passengers with an 
unmatched visibility and panoramic views from any elevated 6 
forward-facing seats. The luxurious and spacious cabin with elegant interior and comfortable seats 
offers a remarkable flight experience. 
Beneath the ACH130’s sleek exterior sits a powerful engine: The Arriel 2D can provide up to 952 shp at 
take-off. The Arriel 2D offers a combination of new technologies including a new axial compressor, a 
new high-pressure compressor diffusor, new material in the high-pressure turbine and a new 
generation double channel FADEC. The powerful engine and additional EFS flotation aid system 
ensure safe flight operations also above the archipelago. The fleet is always maintained to the highest 
industry standards and kept in top condition. All flights are operated by two experienced professional 
pilots, who have excellent knowledge of passenger needs as well as respect for local weather to ensure a 
safe, unique and unforgettable experience. Flights are operated 
under Helsinki Citycopter EASA-OPS  

• Air Operator Certificate: FI.AOC.011 
• Ideal for 1-6 passengers and VIP -transportations 
• Range: 375 mi 
• Speed: 145 mph 

Although ACH130 has large cargo space, please prefer soft 
cabin sized belongings when travelling with a helicopter. 
Please contact us in advance if you are planning to carry any 
special items with you, and we will be happy to inform you how 
to transport them properly in a helicopter. 
 
Options 
• Lunches and dinners can be arranged at top restaurants or any restaurant requested by you. 
• We can revise the itinerary to spend more time and provide more depth in those areas that you are 

interested on. 
• Any other changes to the itinerary will be accommodated depending on the facilities available in 

the area. 
 
Special Quotations 
• If you wish to use these programs as the basis for a customized journey please either call us (1-855-55-TOURS 
• Our specialists will work with to refine all the details and they will get you a quote with 2 business days. 
• We will also may have the choice between regular fares and special leisure fares not available to the public. 


